THE POWER OF DIGITAL REWARDS

On-Pack Promotions

How do you make your product stand out on the shelf? Include an offer for a hot, valuable
reward your target audience will love. Generate excitement for your brand by including
gifts like movie tickets, digital movie rentals, and more.
With a catalog of valuable offerings, cost-effective Digital Rewards make it easy for
brands to spark interest among consumers with relevant and valuable prizes. You can
easily distribute Reward Codes via removable “peel and reveal” labels, printed within your
packaging, under caps, and more.
Delivering codes directly on an item or within product packaging is a cost-effective
approach that is easy to implement. Our popular products are flexible enough to fit into
promotions of any size, and greatly reduce the stress of shipping logistics. Offering reward
codes keeps delivery costs of rewards to a minimum, especially when done on existing
packaging. Reward codes are an easy and flexible solution for driving sales and increasing
brand awareness.

Powerful uses of Digital REWARDS

On Consumer Packaged Goods

Easily attract new
customers by including
Digital Reward codes
on new products.

Reward customer
loyalty and thank
them for continuous
purchases.

Avoid additional
distribution costs by
printing codes directly
on packages.

Offer self-contained
rewards that are easy
to execute and reduce
logistic issues.

Increase shelf traffic
by offering a highvalue Digital Reward
code on packaged
goods.

Drive product sales
by offering two-for-one
deals for your product
line.

Digital Reward Cards
Made up of a full range of physical and digital products,
Digital Rewards include popular items like Music
Downloads, Movie Tickets, Digital Movie Rentals,
Magazine Subscriptions, eBooks and beyond. Digital
Reward Card promotions use reward codes to deliver
high-perceived value products. With our easy-toimplement platform, brands can offer these relevant,
real-world items at a fraction of their perceived value.

Did You Know?
•

The tables have turned: Digital music downloads now
exceed physical sales.*

•

Next big thing: It is predicted that gains for online
movies will increase tenfold between 2007 and
2017.**

•

Big picture potential: Over two-thirds of the U.S.
population attend at least one movie every year.***

•

Cover to cover: Americans spend $9.3 billion dollars
on magazine subscriptions annually.****

* Nielsen/Billboard; Pew Research Center
** Mintel
***Motion Picture Association of America
**** The Association of Magazine Media, 2012/2103 Magazine Media Factbook.

Case Studies:
Client: Dr Pepper

Use: Customer Incentive

Reward: Movie Tickets

In anticipation of the fourth installment of the Indiana Jones films, Dr. Pepper® offered consumers the opportunity to head to the movies for free when
they purchased selected Dr. Pepper products.
A unique Reward Code was printed on specially marked packages of Dr. Pepper allowing consumers to redeem their tickets from any digital device.
Printing the Reward Code right on-pack allowed Dr. Pepper to run a highly visible promotion while keeping the distribution costs at a minimum and
driving sales.
Client: Coca-Cola

Use: Customer Incentive

Reward: Music Download

Coca Cola was looking for a way to spark consumer interest for their new limited edition 52 oz. fountain drink.
They decided to offer customers at participating Exxon Mobil, On The Run stores a free music download when they purchased this sized beverage.
By printing Music Download codes right on the side of the cup they were already producing, they minimized distribution costs typically associated
with running an in-store giveaway.
Client: GoldToe

Use: Customer Incentive

Reward: Music Downloads

GoldToe® needed a simple way to entice customers to choose their athletic bonus packs over their competitors.
To capture the attention of their targeted audience, GoldToe offered an on-pack incentive for three music downloads on specialty-marked packages
of men’s athletic socks. With the low cost and universal appeal of music downloads, GoldToe’s on-pack reward was an effective way to boost sales
all while offering a valuable gift to customers.

